Suzuki's F ull F loating Single
Shock Suspension System

R andy Mamola rode a single-re ar-shock R G 500 like this one to two Grand Prix victories this ye ar, in B elgium and in E ngland.

By John Ulrich
ooking at him, it’s hard to imagine he didn’t say so, the system may see pro
that Hirohide T amaki is the man duction on 1981 motocrossers as well.
The single, large shock used by Suzuki
who designed every World C hampi
is mounted almost vertically, connected to
onship-winning Suzuki motocrosser ever
the swing arm on the bottom and to a
built. T amaki, 43, is a small, quiet, unas
suming man. Y et since joining the Suzuki rocker on the top, with pivoted shafts con
R acing D epartment in 1961, T amaki, now necting the outer end of the rocker to the
swing arm. This system, according to
manager of the racing department, has de
signed all of the works motocrossers. The T amaki, in essence allows the shock to be
machines K ent Howerton used to win the worked from both ends, as opposed to one
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1980 A M A 250cc C hampionship origi
tion. H ence the “full-floating” label on the
nated on T amaki’s drawing board.
F or the first half of the se ason, Hower
system.
A single shock system like Suzuki’s,
ton’s racebike was a conventional enough
works racer. But for the last part of the
with the shock close to vertical, has sev
se ason Howerton raced a single-re areral advantages over conventional dual
shock systems. To start with, to get enough
shock machine. T amaki designed the sin
gle-shock Suzuki system, called “F ull
whe el travel with dual shocks, the shocks
F loating Suspension.”
must be laid down. Laid down shocks take
a tremendous side load on the shafts when
During a recent visit by a journalist to
the Suzuki factory, T amaki talked about
the bike lands from a jump, that side load
re aching up to 7g, according to T amaki.
the Suzuki single-shock suspension sys
tem, now used on works motocrossers and
The side load not only can bend a shock
works R D500 road racers, with adapta
shaft—requiring that very large, he avy
tion to factory-supported Yoshimura F-l
shafts be used—but also reduces the abil
ity of the shock to respond to the force of
and endurance racers planned. Although
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The Suzuki's swing arm is rectangular-cross-sec
tion aluminum, while the struts connecting the
mid-point of the swing arm to the shock rocker
arm are chrome-moly steel.
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The Man Who D esigned The System
T alks About Why Suzuki Uses O ne
Shock on its R acebikes

The Suzuki F loating Suspension System uses a large, almost-vertically-mounted shock connected to
the swing arm at the bottom and to a rocker arm at the top, the other end of the rocker connecting about
mid-way down the swing arm via struts. Note the remote oil reservoir for the shock, strapped to the
frame below the gas tank.

Hirohide T amaki is the man behind world-champi
onship Suzukis.

cle, making the machine e asier to turn,
improving handling. And a single shock
costs less than dual laid-down shocks,
me aning that the customer can get better
suspension for the same or less money,
compared with dual-shock applications.
Again, because of its location, and due
to linkages used, the single large shock
doesn’t ne ed as long a stroke as conven
tional dual shocks to achieve a given whe el
travel. The shorter the stroke, the less ten
dency there is for the shock to overhe at
and fade. The single shock is larger with
more oil capacity than a shock designed
for a dual-shock motorcycle, which helps

avoid overhe ating and fade.
C ompared with other single-shock sys
tems, notably K awasaki’s Uni-Trak, the
Suzuki system requires less spring pres
sure—it doesn’t ne ed as strong a spring—
because the mounting points are not fixed
to the frame, incre asing spring travel.
With a lighter spring, suspension com
pliance and re action to small bumps is
improved.
According to T amaki, the Suzuki sys
tems results in 30 to 40 percent less load
on the springs, which explains why a softer
spring can be used compared with other
single-shock designs.
D

the landing by compressing. T h at’s be
cause the side load produces a tremendous
amount of friction, resisting movement of
the shock.
The single, almost vertically mounted
shock doesn’t have those problems, be
cause it isn’t side loaded. F urthermore, the
single shock weighs less than two he avyduty shocks used in a laid down applica
tion, and a single shock has less normal
se al friction than two shocks, improving
a bility to respond and compliance even
when side loading is not considered.
The location of the single shock puts its
weight closer to the center of the motorcy

The upper end of the shock is visible in this view,
along with the fitting for the remote reservoir.
Shock body is mounted up. Suzuki officials would
not allow photos with se at and tank removed.
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